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Abstract
The architecture of cloud computing is becoming ever more closely intertwined with geopolitics – from the
sharing of intelligence data, to border controls, immigration decisions, and drone strikes. Developing an
analogy with the cloud chamber of early twentieth century particle physics, this paper explores the geography
of the cloud in cloud computing. It addresses the geographical character of cloud computing across two
distinct paradigms. The first, ‘Cloud I’ or a geography of cloud forms, is concerned with the identification and
spatial location of data centres where the cloud is thought to materialize. Here the cloud is understood within
a particular history of observation, one where the apparently abstract and obscure world can be brought into
vision and rendered intelligible. In the second variant, ‘Cloud II’ or the geography of a cloud analytic, the cloud is a
bundle of experimental algorithmic techniques acting upon the threshold of perception itself. Like the cloud
chamber of the twentieth century, contemporary cloud computing is concerned with rendering perceptible
and actionable that which would otherwise be beyond the threshold of human observation. The paper
proposes three elements of correlative cloud reasoning, suggesting their significance for our geopolitical
present: condensing traces; discovering patterns; and archiving the future.
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I Introduction: A ‘beautiful sight’

In his Nobel lecture of 1927, the physicist

Charles Thomson Rees Wilson described the

cloud chamber experiments he had conducted

from the late 19th century, and how they had

transformed the capacities of modern physics

into the 20th century. From the observatory at

the summit of Ben Nevis, Wilson had witnessed

what he depicted as ‘the wonderful optical phe-

nomena’ of the formation of clouds (1927: 194).

Inspired by what he had observed, Wilson spoke

of cloud formations that ‘greatly excited my

interest’ so that ‘I wished to imitate them in the

laboratory’ (p. 194). For Wilson, to reproduce in

science the formation of clouds in nature was to

advance understanding of the condensation

physics of meteorology, and with it the taxon-

omy and classification of cloud forms.

Yet, when Wilson began to experiment with

his cloud chamber apparatus, what he discov-

ered was an unanticipated potential to see some-

thing not otherwise perceptible: phenomena that

are beyond direct human observability. In con-

trast to the telescopes of the observatory, where

the optic instruments had brought objects into
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human sight, Wilson’s cloud chamber became a

different kind of apparatus, one that brought

something into perceptibility that precisely

could not otherwise be seen. Though ionizing

particles, such as alpha, beta and gamma radia-

tion, could not be observed, the condensation

trail in the cloud chamber showed the particles’

path. Recalling his experiments with supersatura-

tion levels, temperature, and the expansion of gas

in his chambers, Wilson reflects in his lecture:

I came across something which promised to be of

more interest than the optical phenomena which I

had intended to study [ . . . ] We had a means of

making visible and counting certain individual

molecules or atoms which were in some excep-

tional condition. Could they be electrically

charged atoms or ions? (Wilson, 1927: 196)

What Wilson’s cloud chamber ultimately

made possible for the 20th century’s study of

particles, and the advent of quantum physics, was

the ability to photograph and to perceive the

movement of particles in an exceptional condi-

tion. As historian of science Peter Galison writes

in his compelling account, ‘after the cloud cham-

ber the subatomic world was suddenly rendered

visualizable’ (1997: 140). Charged or ionized

particles could not be observed directly with optic

devices, as with the instruments of microscopy or

telescopy, but their traces and trajectories of

motion appeared indirectly via the cloud tracks

condensing on the nuclei. As Wilson reflects on

his 1911 experiments: ‘I was delighted to see the

cloud chamber filled with little wisps and threads

of clouds’ so that ‘the very beautiful sight of the

clouds condensed along the tracks of the alpha

particles was seen for the first time’ (1927: 199).

The cloud chamber apparatus, conceived for the

human observation of processes of formation in

nature, had become a technique for rendering

perceptible movement beyond thresholds of

human observation.

Almost exactly one century on from Wilson’s

1911 cloud chamber images, the idea of the

cloud is once more describing the advent of

processes at scales that appear to transcend the

observational paradigm, and exceed our capaci-

ties to see and to understand. Indeed, the ‘cloud’

in cloud computing is widely held to derive

from the mapping of infrastructures of computer

networks, where the visualization of a figurative

cloud stands in for the complexity of the internet

(Dodge and Kitchin, 2001; Dodge, 2004). In the

21st century, cloud computing promises to have

effects on the geography of our world analogous

to the effects of the cloud chamber on 20th cen-

tury science.

More precisely, the advent of cloud comput-

ing opens space for a renewed twinning of sci-

ence and technologies of perception with

geopolitical sovereignty. Such renewal signals

an extension of historical technologies of ima-

ging, mapping, and intelligence data collection

into new modes of analysis and data linkage. In

February 2015, for example, 17 US intelligence

agencies – including the Department of Home-

land Security (DHS), National Security Agency

(NSA), Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),

Department of the Navy, Department of the

Army, National Geospatial Intelligence

Agency, Defence Intelligence Agency, Office

of the Director of National Intelligence, Depart-

ment of the Air Force, Federal Bureau of Inves-

tigation (FBI), Department of State, and Drug

Enforcement Agency (DEA) – launched the

‘ICITE’ programme for the cloud-based stor-

age, sharing and analysis of intelligence data.

Here, once more, one can find the promise of

a ‘beautiful sight’ that Wilson celebrated, the

making of pictures otherwise unavailable to the

senses (see Figure 1).

ICITE (pronounced ‘eyesight’) is the Intelli-

gence Community Information Technology

Enterprise, a $600 million cloud computing

contract with Amazon Web Services, providing

a new intelligence and security data infrastruc-

ture. ICITE, it is promised, will ‘allow agencies

to share data much more easily and avoid the

kind of intelligence gaps that preceded the Sep-

tember 11, 2001, terrorist attacks’ (Konkel,
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2014: 2). In this specific sense the data geogra-

phies of the cloud can be read as a response to

the 9/11 Commission (2004: 269) findings of a

failure to analyse across data ‘silos’ held by

different agencies.1 As the US Director of

National Intelligence James Clapper explained

at the launch of the ICITE intelligence data pro-

gramme, cloud computing allows government

authorities to ‘discover, analyse and share crit-

ical information in an era of seemingly infinite

data’ (Konkel, 2014: 2). The CIA’s Chief Intel-

ligence Officer, Douglas Wolfe, similarly

expressed his hopes that the government secu-

rity agencies would get ‘speed and scale out of

the cloud, so that we can maximize automated

security’ (CIA, 2014). The cloud promises to

transform not only what kinds of data can be

stored, where, and by whom, but most signifi-

cantly what can be discovered and analysed of

the world. The cloud’s capacity to extend ‘big

data’ to a horizon of ‘infinite data’ opens new

spaces of what I have elsewhere called the pol-

itics of possibility, where security practices act

upon future possible horizons, indifferent to

their strict likelihood or probability (Amoore,

2013). In short, the geography of the cloud is

not merely supplying the spatial location of

large volumes of data, but the means to map and

to make perceptible the geography of our world

in particular ways.

What is the geography of the ‘cloud’ in cloud

computing? If it is the case that the architecture

of the cloud is becoming ever more closely

intertwined with geopolitics – from the sharing

and actioning of intelligence data, to border

controls, immigration decisions, and drone

strikes (Jones and Johnson, 2014; Adey et al.,

2013; Gregory, 2014; Weber, 2015; Shaw and

Akhter, 2014) – then what is the precise nature

of these practices of data gathering, analysing

and knowing? In this paper I will address the

geographical character of cloud computing

Figure 1. The ICITE Cloud Computing programme. Reproduced with permission.
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across two distinct paradigms. The first, which I

will term Cloud I, or the geography of cloud

forms, is concerned with the spatiality of data

stored in the data centres of cloud architectures.

In the second mode, with Cloud II or the geo-

graphy of a cloud analytic, I propose that cloud

computing transforms what or who is rendered

perceptible and calculable. Rather as the history

of the cloud chamber is concerned with ‘the

character of an instrument and the effects pro-

duced with it’, as Svetlana Alpers has put it

(1998: 415), I am interested here in understand-

ing the character of the instruments of cloud

computing, and in their effects.

II Cloud I: ‘Geography matters
in the cloud’

Cloud Geography I is concerned with the iden-

tification and spatial location of the data centres

where the cloud is thought to materialize.

Indeed, as computer science began to document

the emergence of cloud computing, ‘geography’

came to have a specific meaning defined by

where data and programs are spatially located.

Thus, in a 2008 Association of Computing

Machines (ACM) forum devoted to the advent

of cloud computing, a transformation is

described ‘in the geography of computation’,

with ‘data and programs’ being ‘liberated’ as

they are ‘swept up from desktop PCs and cor-

porate servers and installed in the compute

cloud’ (Hayes, 2008: 9). Such accounts of the

cloud appeal to a geography of ‘scalable’ com-

putation which is thought to change radically

with the expansion in the volume, velocity and

variety of data (Boyd and Crawford, 2012;

Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013; Kitchin,

2014). There is need for some caution, however,

in representing the geography of the cloud pri-

marily in relation to the rise of 21st century

‘big data’. Indeed, the emergence of cloud

computing has important origins in grid com-

puting, distributed scientific data and, perhaps

most significantly, in the notion of computing as

a public utility. As the computer scientist John

McCarthy addressed his MIT audience in 1961:

‘Computing may someday be organized as a pub-

lic utility, just as the telephone system is a public

utility. The computer utility could become a new

and important industry’ (1961: 2).

It is, thus, in the second half of the 20th cen-

tury, that the imagination of computing as a

scalable public utility emerges. The apparent

novelty of 21st century cloud computing is,

more specifically, novel in relation to the per-

sonal computing of the 1980s. The advent of

cloud computing displaces the personal with the

mobile digital device, migrating computing

from individual PCs and private corporate ser-

vers to vast data centres accessible over the

internet (Zhang et al., 2010). From 2006, when

Amazon Web Services launched its Elastic

Compute Cloud (EC2), the architecture of cloud

computing had begun to develop the three com-

ponents now most recognizable in the cloud:

infrastructure as a service, in which hardware,

servers, storage, cooling, and energy are sup-

plied; platform as a service, in which the soft-

ware stack is accessed via the cloud; and the

applications layer, in which data analytics capac-

ity is supplied via the cloud. Across the compo-

nents of cloud architectures, the emphasis is on

scalable computing, where the client pays for

what they have used, combined with distributed

computing, where multiple concurrent users can

share and combine their data and their analyses.

Of course, geographers are familiar with this

ostensibly scalar process of what Lamia Yous-

sef (2008) calls the ‘export of computational

work’, as we share the most recent draft of a

paper with our collaborators via Dropbox, or

upload text or an image to Facebook or Twitter,

use Gmail, or as our department’s managed ser-

vers are relinquished in favour of cloud infra-

structure. As the ACM conclude, the digital

device communes with a ‘virtualized’ architec-

ture of ‘unseen computers, whereabouts

unknown, possibly scattered across continents’

(Hayes, 2008: 9). However, as they heed Sam
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Kinsley’s (2014) timely call for attention to the

materiality of virtual geographies, and for

the need for precise accounts of where and how the

virtual is actualized, geographers will encounter a

vocabulary of virtualization in cloud computing

which actually means something quite specific: a

single computer hosting multiple simulated or vir-

tual machines. In this respect, the whereabouts of

‘unseen computers’ is not unknown at all, but

rather the cloud is actualized in data centres,

located in places with plentiful land, favourable

tax rates, affordable energy, water for cooling, and

proximity to the main trunks of the network.

As Benjamin Bratton writes, the ‘cloud is not

virtual; it is physical even if it is not always on

the ground, even when it is deep underground’

(2015: 29). Hence, within the terms of computer

science at least, ‘geography’ is said to ‘matter in

the cloud’ (Radiant, 2015). When computer

scientists ask ‘where is the cloud’ what they

denote as the ‘geographical questions’ concern

the data centres thought to ‘underlie the clouds’,

their ‘physical location, resources, and jurisdic-

tion’ (Jaeger, 2009: 4). When, for example,

Google locates a new data centre in the tax-

friendly state of Georgia, or the Swedish Inter-

net Service Provider Bahnhof installs a data

centre in the cool confines of a former nuclear

bunker under Stockholm, or Sun Microsys-

tems design a portable data centre inside a

standard shipping container, the matter of

geography is thought to reside in the spatial

location of data storage.2

I propose that we think of this cloud geogra-

phy as Cloud I, or a geography of cloud forms.

Here, the geographic denotes something akin to

the spatial dimensions of an arrangement, per-

haps even what John Allen (2004) called the

‘whereabouts of power’. It is this imagination

of the cloud as a dispersed yet spatially located

array of data centres that is present in computer

science, and that has extended into geographi-

cal, and even political and geopolitical debate.

So, for example, following the disclosure of the

extent of US authorities’ access to European

citizens’ data via US data centres, the EU has

sought to develop a ‘European cloud’ in which

to imagine they might store safely European

data under European jurisdiction (European

Commission, 2013). Similarly, following the

US subpoena and mining of European financial

transactions (De Goede, 2012), the major

Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial

Telecommunications (SWIFT) has moved its

cloud provision to an underground data centre

in Switzerland (Flinders, 2012), and the Cana-

dian government has legislated for what it calls

‘data sovereignty’, where domestic public data

traffic must not leave Canadian territory.

Understood as a spatial arrangement, materia-

lized in and through data centres, the abstract

deterritorialized cloud is thus reterritorialized as

an intelligible and governable entity.

The representation of the cloud as a territorial

spatial formation is not without its geopolitical

consequences, however. Following the expo-

sure of the PRISM programme in 2013 (Green-

wald, 2014; Harding, 2014), the UK

Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC) of

Parliament – the sole body responsible for pub-

lic oversight of security and intelligence powers

in the UK – called the then Foreign Secretary

Philip Hammond to testify to the committee. At

the time of writing, Hammond is the final sig-

natory of all warrants authorizing the intercep-

tion and analysis of ‘external’ communications

data, conventionally understood as where one

‘end’ of the communication is located exter-

nally to the UK. In his testimony this figure of

final sovereign authority manifestly fails to

understand the complex spatial form of data

stored, transferred or analysed in the cloud:

Q: The distinction between internal and

external to the UK is important because

there are tighter restrictions on analysing

internal data . . . But if the sender and

recipient of an email are both in the UK,

will it be treated as internal even if the

data is routed overseas on its journey?
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A: So, I think . . . er . . . and I invite my

colleagues to step in if I get this techni-

cally wrong . . . But I think . . . er . . .
it’s an internal communication.

[At this point the civil servants flank-

ing the Minister lean in: ‘I don’t think

that can be right’.]
A: Let me finish my train of thought . . .

my understanding is, er, because of the

technical nature of the internet . . . it is

possible it could be routed to servers

outside the UK . . . Please correct me

if I misinterpreted that . . . I’m sorry, I

have misled you in my use of terms . . .
I’m trying to be helpful.

Q: Well you will be relieved to know that

was the easy one. Now, the case of

social media . . . if all of my restricted

group of Facebook friends are in the

UK . . . and I post something to Face-

book, surely that should be internal?
A: [following whispers from civil servants]

‘erm . . . no actually, if you put some-

thing on Facebook and the server is out-

side of the UK it will be treated as an

external communication.
Q: What about cloud storage, where no

other person is involved at all. It may

be my decision to upload photographs

to Dropbox. Would these communica-

tions be regarded as external because

they are on US servers?
A: Aaah . . . er . . . My colleagues will

. . . oh . . . well . . . . Yes, I am advised

if the server is overseas they will be

regarded as external. (Intelligence and

Security Committee, 2014)

The UK Foreign Secretary’s testimony

before the ISC exposes the difficulties and limit

points of a territorialized juridical form in

the face of cloud computing. In Cloud I, where

the geography of cloud forms is everything, the

cloud has become centred on where data is

collected and stored. Indeed, the Anglo-

American juridical tradition has founded its pri-

vacy protections precisely on the ‘consent’

required for lawful storage and collection. How-

ever, as Kate Crawford and Jason Schultz argue,

the new predictive ‘approaches to policing and

intelligence may be both qualitatively and quan-

titatively different from surveillance

approaches’, and thus enable ‘discriminatory

practices that circumvent current regulations’

(2014: 99, 105). Crawford and Schultz suggest

that an alternative space for democratic over-

sight might lie in what they call ‘a right to

procedural data due process’, where con-

straints and oversight mechanisms are placed

upon the algorithmic processes of data analysis

(2014: 110). Thus, even as the cloud overflows

and exceeds the categories and practices of

bureaucracy and law, what has come to be at

stake politically has become a struggle to wrest

the cloud back into a form over which one can

have oversight, to expose its ‘bias’ and demand

neutrality, to make it comprehensible and

accountable in democratic fora, and to render

the cloud bureaucratically and juridically

intelligible.

Among the critical geographical accounts of

cloud computing, the desire to wrest the cloud

into an intelligible form similarly finds expres-

sion in methods of visualization. The geogra-

pher and artist Trevor Paglen seeks to ‘make

the invisible visible’, reflecting that ‘the cloud

is a metaphor that obfuscates and obscures’ the

material geographies of the ‘surveillance state’

(Paglen, 2014). Paglen’s work is concerned

with bringing the geopolitics of cloud comput-

ing back into a human line of sight through

visualization. His methods deploy optical

devices of many kinds to bring back into human

vision that which would otherwise exceed the

limits of observation. His ghostly images of the

NSA’s data centres are photographs taken at

night with a long-focus lens from a helicopter;

and his photographs of the secret installations of

military and drone bases in the Nevada desert

Amoore 9



are taken with adapted telescopic instruments of

astronomy (Paglen, 2010).

The optical instruments deployed by Paglen

belong to a paradigm of observation in which, as

Peter Galison describes, one is offered ‘a direct

view’ of things otherwise ‘subvisible’ (1997:

72). As Paglen accounts for his own work:

My intention is to expand the visual vocabulary

we use to see the US intelligence community.

Although the organizing logic of our nation’s sur-

veillance apparatus is invisibility and secrecy, its

operations occupy the physical world. Digital sur-

veillance programs require concrete data centres;

intelligence agencies are based in real buildings

. . . if we look in the right places at the right

times, we can begin to glimpse the vast intelli-

gence infrastructure. (2014, my emphasis)

So, for Paglen the challenge is to ‘expand the

visual vocabulary’ in order to see more clearly

the geopolitical technologies of security, or

rather to bring into vision the things which

would otherwise be obfuscated by the cloud.

Yet, what are the ‘right places’ and ‘right

times’ to look and to observe? Indeed, what

would be the way of seeing appropriate to what

art historian Jonathan Crary (2013) calls a ‘relo-

cation of vision’ taking place with computation,

or appropriate to the digital mediation of cul-

tural objects identified by Gillian Rose (2015)?

If the cloud is to be observed in the secret glim-

mering buildings of the NSA’s data centres in

Paglen’s images, then could his ‘real buildings’

also be located in other places? Could they be

observed, for example, in the rented North Lon-

don offices where a small team of physics grad-

uates write algorithms for risk-based security

(Amoore and de Goede, 2008; Amoore,

2011)? Must the material geography of cloud

computing be found in the buildings or terri-

tories where it is thought to actualize? Could

the ‘right place’ to look also be in the lines of

code of a clustering algorithm used in anomaly

detection, or in the generative logics of evolving

algorithms (Parisi, 2013)?3

To be clear, the point is that the desire to

‘open the black box’ of cloud computing and

to expand the visual vocabulary of the cloud,

to envision the cloud and its properties in geo-

graphic space, dwells within and alongside the

paradigm of observation. In Stephen Graham’s

work on cities and warfare, for example, he

writes of ‘systems of technological vision’ in

which ‘computer code tracks and identifies’

(2011: 66). Such technologies of vision, it has

been noted across political geography, operate

increasingly along vertical dimensions, requir-

ing new forms of critical observation and

attentiveness (Graham, 2016). The emphasis

in political geography has been placed over-

whelmingly on bringing the abstract world into

vision. There are, however, crucial aspects of

these technologies which cannot be brought into

human vision where, for example, algorithms

are communicating with other algorithms at

speeds beyond human observational capacity

(MacKenzie, 2016).

And so, Cloud I, a cloud geography of forms,

asks the question ‘where is it?’; ‘what type is

it?’; ‘can we map it?’; ‘can we recognize it?’ As

it was with the early classification of cloud

forms, when Luke Howard first proposed names

for cirrus, cumulus, and stratus in 1803, a linear

system of genera and species was proposed to

‘enable people to think coherently about clouds’

(Scorer, 1967). The system of classification of

cloud forms was later described as ‘quite ridi-

culous for clouds’ because they are not fixed

forms but ever in-formation, and indeed analo-

gue algorithms were devised to ‘diagram’ the

observational pathways of cloud formation (see

Figure 2).

In short, Cloud I sustains the idea that one can

have a more beautiful sight, a means of seeing

more clearly and rendering coherent and intel-

ligible. The telescope and camera Paglen brings

to the scene of data deployment belongs to a

particular history of observation, one of ‘visua-

lizing technologies without apparent limit’, one

might say with Donna Haraway (1988: 581).
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Yet, what might it mean for geography not to

enable coherent thinking about the cloud? If

geographers determine instead to ‘stay with the

difficulty’, as Haraway has put it, of partial and

indeterminate lines of sight, then all apparently

coherent technologies of observation become

‘active perceptual systems’ with ‘partial ways

of organizing worlds’ (Haraway, 1988: 583). In

the second variant I discuss here – Cloud geo-

graphy II, drawing on Peter Galison’s

Figure 2. Algorithm for the identification of processes of cloud formation. Source: Richard Scorer (1967)
Cloud Studies in Colour. Oxford: Pergamon.
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distinction between mimetic and analytical sci-

entific instruments (1997: 97) – cloud comput-

ing appears as a Cloud analytic. Here, the cloud

is a bundle of experimental algorithmic tech-

niques acting upon the threshold of perceptibil-

ity itself. As Galison reminds us, in the cloud

chamber ‘we do not actually see things’, though

what we do see ‘has a close relation to them’,

what he calls an ‘almost seeing’ of otherwise

subvisible entities (1997: 67). Understood thus,

to say the cloud somehow obfuscates a real

world of geopolitics is to miss the point some-

what. The cloud is not an obfuscation, far from

it.4 Like the cloud chamber of the 20th century,

contemporary cloud computing is about render-

ing perceptible and actionable (almost seeing)

that which would otherwise be beyond the

threshold of human vision. Where some claim

the cloud makes the geographies of power in our

world unintelligible, I propose that it is an

important element of what Karen Barad calls

the very ‘condition of intelligibility’ (2007:

176).

III Cloud II: ‘Changing the aperture
of observation’

The geography of cloud as analytic, what I will

call Cloud II, displaces the question ‘where is

the cloud?’ with ‘how does it perceive and ana-

lyse the world?’ In this mode, cloud geography

engages a flourishing debate across the huma-

nities and social sciences on algorithmic modes

of reason (Parikka, 2010; Parisi, 2013; Erickson

et al., 2015; Hayles, 2012; Lemov, 2015). As

historian of science Lorraine Daston and her

colleagues have traced meticulously in the

emergence of algorithmic rationality, the pro-

found uncertainties of the Cold War nurtured a

desire for ‘the crystalline definiteness’ of algo-

rithms that could ‘cope with a world on the

brink’ (Erickson et al., 2013: 30). The decision

procedures and axiomatic methods of algorithm

appeared to extend the faculties of human rea-

son so that they ‘no longer discriminated among

humans, animals, and machines’ in the capacity

to analyse, to decide and to act (Erickson et al.,

2013: 9). What we see here is the entwining

together of human and machine modes of rea-

soning such that what Henri Bergson calls the

‘organs of perception’ of the world are compo-

site beings (1912: 31).

Understood in terms of the intertwined facul-

ties of human and machine, the contemporary

spaces of cloud computing exceed the territorial

geographies of the location of data centres,

becoming instead a novel political space of cal-

culative reasoning (Elden, 2001, 2010). Return-

ing to the site of the ICITE programme, what

kinds of perceptions and calculations of the

world, what kinds of geographies, become pos-

sible with the algorithmic instruments that

gather in cloud space? When the 17 US intelli-

gence agencies upload or analyse data in ICITE

they access software as a service, so that they

are not merely ‘joining the dots of their data’

but, in fact, combining their modes of analysis.

Among the ICITE platforms is Digital Reason-

ing software, a set of machine-learning tools for

analysing and deriving meaning from

information:

The volume, variety, and velocity of today’s

information provides unprecedented opportuni-

ties for analysts, yet also creates the daunting

challenge of extracting meaningful value from

this information. From its inception, Digital Rea-

soning designed its machine-learning based ana-

lytics platform, Synthesys, with the goal of

extracting value from complex, often opaque

data. Synthesys empowers the analyst with

advanced situational awareness, enhancing cog-

nitive clarity for decision-making. (Digital Rea-

soning, 2015)

Digital Reasoning’s algorithms were devel-

oped for anomaly detection in the wholesale

financial industry, written to enable the analysis

of ‘terrabytes of emails per day to detect hints of

insider trading’ (Leopold, 2015). The software

performs the role of what Katherine Hayles
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(2015 ) calls a ‘cognizer’, carrying out the cog-

nitive steps to detect norms and anomalies in

vast data sets and, as it does so, deciding what

or who will come to materialize, to matter,

from the background noise. As Digital Reason-

ing’s CEO, Tim Estes, explained to an assem-

bled group of security analysts in Washington

DC, the machine-learning tools ‘sift through

sensor data, emails and social media chatter’,

bringing ‘structure to human language’ and

‘changing the aperture of observation’ (Leopold,

2015).

What would it mean to change the aperture of

observation? Let me agree, curiously and pecu-

liarly, with this vendor of software to the

Department of Homeland Security and the NSA

and say, yes, the aperture of observation is

changing, though not in such a way that the

promised ‘complete picture’ is delivered to the

analyst. The MapReduce software framework

that is used does change the aperture, for it

makes possible the distributed analysis of big

data across data forms, and across sovereign

jurisdictions (Amoore and Piotukh, 2015). Put

simply, in Cloud Geography II, where we are

interested in the analytic, it is not so much the

‘where’ of the data that matters as the capacity

to extract patterns in information, indifferent to

the location or data type.

With the advent of cloud computing, the

aperture of observation becomes an aperture

of ‘almost seeing’, in Peter Galison’s terms, or

a means of ‘correlating and synthesizing large

volumes of disparate data’ (Office of the Direc-

tor of National Intelligence, 2015) so that geo-

political action can take place on the basis of

what is almost seen of the world. As one analyst

puts the problem: ‘it allows us to say correlation

is enough. We can stop looking for models,

throw the data at the biggest computing clusters

the world has ever seen and let algorithms find

the patterns’ (Anderson, 2008). Here I propose

three characteristics of correlative cloud reason-

ing, and to suggest its significance for the geo-

political present.

IV Condensing traces

The geographies of Cloud II involve condensing

traces, practices not primarily concerned with

seeing or bringing into vision, but rather enga-

ging a subvisible world, inferring from the

traces and trajectories that condense at indeter-

minate points. Returning to my analogy with the

apparatus of the cloud chamber, by the mid-20th

century, when CTR Wilson’s cloud chamber

was being used in sub-atomic physics, the ‘pur-

pose’ of the instrument was described as being

‘to study the motion of ionizing particles from

records of the drops condensed on ions formed

along the trajectories followed by these parti-

cles’ (Wilson, 1951). The motion of particles

could not be observed directly, but their tra-

jectory perceived obliquely, via the visible

drops condensed on the ions – the cloud

Figure 3. C.T.R. Wilson’s alpha ray of Thorium
(1923). Source: Proceedings of the Cambridge Philoso-
phical Society 21: 405.
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‘tracks’. Figure 3 shows one of the best-known

cloud chamber photographs, C.T.R. Wilson’s

image of alpha-emitting thorium, the cloud ori-

ginating from an alpha ray passing through the

chamber, its ‘trajectory disturbed in two places’

(Gentner et al., 1954: 11).

The newly-available images of radioactivity

made the object perceptible via the records of

condensed drops on the ions, observing the

motion obliquely. In the compelling images

from the cloud chamber one can locate a

capacity to perceive the movement of otherwise

sub-visible entities. The chamber of the cloud

chamber is akin to an apparatus, in Michel Fou-

cault’s terms, in that it ‘inserts the phenomena in

question’ within a ‘series of probable events’

(2004: 6 ). In this sense, an apparatus is experi-

mental to the extent that it is concerned with

probable tendencies and trajectories, conden-

sing a larger volume down to the probable

event.

More specifically, as Karen Barad writes on

the nature of the scientific apparatus, ‘appara-

tuses are the material conditions of possibility

and impossibility of mattering’ and ‘they enact

what matters and what is excluded from matter-

ing’ (2007: 148). For Barad, the scientific appa-

ratus is engaged in drawing the boundaries and

properties of entities, in the very articulation of

the world. Like the cloud chamber apparatus of

the 20th century, contemporary cloud comput-

ing is a kind of chamber or apparatus: it con-

denses the volume of data down to that which is

probable or possible, enacting what matters and

what is excluded from mattering.

In condensing the data traces of what matters

in geopolitics, cloud computing enacts the mat-

ter of the person of interest at the border, the

possible future disruptive event in urban space,

the chains of association of no-fly lists, black-

lists, and kill lists – like beaded drops of con-

densed data making action possible. Though the

movement of the thing cannot be observed

directly, it is perceived obliquely through tracks

and trajectories of mobility. Indeed, Cloud

Geography II poses significant questions for

political geographical accounts of what it might

mean to ‘secure the volume’ or the ‘volumetric’

(Elden, 2013; Crampton, 2010), or to have a

‘politics of verticality’ (Weizman, 2004; Adey,

2010; Graham, 2016). The analytical techniques

available in the cloud do not strictly act upon the

earth from some novel spatial dimension

‘above’ or ‘below’ the ground, but rather enrol

the very space of calculation itself. As Stuart

Elden notes, the term ‘volumetric’ requires a

detailed engagement with ‘the dimensionality

implied by ‘‘volume’’ and the calculability

implied by ‘‘metric’ (2013: 15: 51). Cloud com-

puting acts upon the vast volume of data traces

through a series of algorithmic metrics. In con-

trast with a securing of the volume, the pursuit

of security through the volume precisely

reduces and condenses the volume by means

of the correlations within the data. The so-

called ‘cognitive computing’ applications in the

ICITE cloud, for example, use pattern recogni-

tion and sentiment analysis to identify political

protests, civil unrest, ‘atypical’ gatherings or

events. Cognitive computing renders percepti-

ble to the analyst ‘what matters’ geopolitically,

using the volume of cloud-based digital data

precisely to reduce and flatten the field of

vision. The relation between volume and flat-

ness thus becomes one in which the tracks of

association and correlation enact the horizon of

possibility for the analyst. The volume is radi-

cally condensed down to the target data ele-

ments, like beaded drops on ionizing particles

through which future trajectories of motion can

be inferred.

V Discovering patterns

The geographies of Cloud II involve the discov-

ery of patterns, which is a highly specific calcu-

lative metric deployed in a volume of data. The

repository of data in the US intelligence com-

munity’s cloud, for example, is described as a

‘data lake’ in which the ‘same raw data’ can be
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analysed with ‘statistical functions’ such as con-

ventional regression, and with ‘machine learn-

ing algorithms’ of ‘data discovery’ (Radiant,

2015: 6). Here, the relation of the data lake to

cloud computing is metaphorically understood

as the formation of clouds from the water

vapour rising from lakes into the atmosphere.5

Whilst the application of statistical analysis to

intelligence data involves the analyst beginning

with a deductive query or hypothesis, and build-

ing rules to test that hypothesis in the data, the

advent of cloud computing presents the analyst

with a volume and variety of data too great for

conventional human hypothesis or deduction. In

the context of a security paradigm that seeks

out the ‘unknown unknowns’, the volume of

so-called ‘bulk data’ in the lake – much of it

transactions and social media data – is analysed

with cloud techniques that promise to yield pre-

viously unseen patterns via processes of

‘knowledge discovery’.

In contrast to a deductive form of reasoning

by hypothesis testing, knowledge discovery

algorithms deploy abductive reasoning, so that

what one will ask of the data is a product of the

patterns and clusters derived from that data. As

Luciana Parisi writes on the algorithmic logic of

abduction, ‘algorithms do not simply govern the

procedural logics of computers’ but take ‘gen-

erative forms driven by open-ended rules’

(2013: 2), or which ‘derive rules from contin-

gencies’ (2013: 1–2). Understood in these

terms, the knowledge discovery algorithms

deployed in the cloud are generative and experi-

mental; they work to identify possible links,

associations and inferences. Such abductive

forms deploy a distinct kind of causal reasoning,

different from deductive reason where ‘deduc-

tions support their conclusions in such a way

that the conclusions must be true, given the pre-

mises’, and closer to ‘fallible inferences’ where

‘the possibility of error remains’ (Josephson and

Josephson, 1996: 12). Put simply, in the cloud

analytic of Cloud II, it is, at least in part, the

rules generated by the algorithmic rules that

decide which fallible inferences to surface on

the screen of intelligence analyst, drone pilot,

or border guard.

The rise of correlative abductive reasoning

has serious implications for geographical

enquiry, not least because error, failure or falli-

bility are no longer adequate spaces for critique

– they have become essential to the capacity to

recognize abnormalities and generate norms.

When the ambitions for cloud-based analysis

are for automated geopolitical decisions, it is

precisely via the generative algorithms running

in cloud software that these are pursued. As one

of the designers of t-digest pattern detection

software explains: ‘as small fluctuations occur

in the event stream, our model can adjust its

view of normal accordingly’ (Dunning and

Friedman, 2014: 23). As the events of geopoli-

tics become understood as an ‘event stream’, the

apparatus of the cloud deploys algorithms such

as t-digest to generate its malleable view of

what is normal in the world from the ingestion

of the data stream itself.

Returning to my analogy with the cloud

chamber as apparatus, the 20th century physi-

cists were also engaged in abductive forms of

reasoning that exceeded the deductive testing of

hypothesis. The cloud chamber made it possible

to detect previously unseen and unknown parti-

cles, via the patterns of unusual or abnormal

cloud tracks. ‘The central problem of the inter-

pretation’ of cloud chamber ‘exploratory photo-

graphs’, as described in the physicists’ guide to

cloud chamber technique, was the ‘recognition

of the particles involved in a particular event’

(Wilson, 1951: 122). In order to interpret the

detected patterns of scattering, cascades and

showers, the physicists inferred from the ‘char-

acteristic features of particle behaviour’ (1951:

122). They could not begin with a hypothesis

and test it in the chamber, for the uncertainties

and contingencies of particle behaviour had

become the very focus of their enquiry. The

cloud chamber played a crucial role in the iden-

tification of hitherto unknown sub-atomic
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particles, rendered detectable through the gen-

eration of surprising new cloud tracks and tra-

jectories. In the text accompanying the famous

Rochester atlas of cloud images, Nobel physi-

cist Patrick Blackett writes:

The last two decades have seen an increasing use

of two experimental methods, the cloud chamber

and the photographic emulsion, by which the

tracks of sub-atomic particles can be studied. All

but one of the now known unstable elementary

particles have been discovered by these tech-

niques. [ . . . ] This involves the ability to recog-

nise quickly many different sub-atomic events.

Only when all known events can be recognised

will the hitherto unknown be detected. (Blackett,

in Rochester and Wilson, 1952: vii)

The atlases of ‘typical’ cloud chamber

images definitively did not offer the scientist a

taxonomy or classificatory system for identify-

ing particles, forming the ‘rules’ for unknown

future particles. Rather, the images provide a

kind of ‘training set’ of data, allowing the scien-

tist to become sensitive to the patterns and clus-

ters of cloud tracks, so that they may perceive

the disturbances and fluctuations of a new

event. The discoveries of new particle beha-

viours – the first glimpse of the muon or the

positron in the cloud chamber, for example –

were not strictly observations of an object, but

more precisely perceptions of something in

close relation to it: the patterns involved in an

event. As Peter Galison reminds us, the cloud

chamber images ‘travelled’ and were ‘widely

exchanged, stored and re-analyzed by groups

far distant from the original photographic

site’ (1997: 130). In this sense, the cloud

chamber is the site, just as the cloud is the site

in cloud computing, through which the event is

recognized via its patterns, and where the ana-

lyst is trained in the perception of patterns in

data.6 To identify the geographies of the cloud

site one must extend attention beyond the

data centre and into the spatialities of percep-

tion itself.

VI Archiving the future

The geographies of Cloud II involve an archiv-

ing of the future, in which particular future con-

nections are condensed from the volume of the

data stream, rendered visualizable and calcul-

able (De Goede and Randalls, 2009; Anderson,

2010; Greenhough et al., 2015). When Amazon

Web Services (AWS) supply cloud computing

to corporations and governments, the applica-

tions layer is configured as an ‘app store’ so that

users can select the analytics tools they want,

paying for what they use. The app store was an

important element of AWS’s tender for the

ICITE programme, with the US Director of

National Intelligence, James Clapper, announ-

cing that ‘we have made great strides, the appli-

cations are in the apps mall, and the data is in the

cloud’ (Office of the Director of National Intel-

ligence, 2015: ii). In fact, of course, the signifi-

cance is that both the apps and the data dwell

together in cloud space, opening the possibility

for seemingly infinite calculability, or what

Katherine Hayles calls ‘infinitely tractable’ data

(2012: 230). The interface with the analyst

visualizes precisely a sense of a reach into pos-

sible futures,7 where the analyst becomes a

desiring and wanting consumer, with the ‘apps

mall and stores available from the desktop’ and

selling to users ‘thousands of mission applica-

tions’ resembling ‘what Apple provides through

itunes’ (Office of the Director of National Intel-

ligence, 2012).

Let us reflect for a moment on what the NSA

or CIA analyst browsing the apps mall might

find to assist them in their missions. Among the

thousands of applications, Recorded Future

offer natural language processing and sentiment

analysis software to ‘scrape the web’ for signals

of possible future threat:

We constantly scan public web sources. From

these open sources, we identify text references

to entities and events. Then we detect time peri-

ods: when the events are predicted to occur. You

can explore the past, present and predicted future
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of almost anything in a matter of seconds. Our

analysis tools facilitate deep investigation to bet-

ter understand complex relationships, resulting in

actionable insights. (Recorded Future, 2015)

The significance of cloud space for Recorded

Future’s analysis methods is that the conven-

tional sovereign space of classified intelligence

data is expanded to ‘use the volume’ of so-

called open source social media and internet

data. Recorded Future’s applications run their

algorithms across the boundary of public and

private cloud computing, so that the analyst can

explore the correlations between, for example,

classified structured data in the Department of

Homeland Security’s files and the language and

sentiment analysis of so-called ‘open source’

Twitter feeds and Facebook posts. In this way,

the technology enables action in the present, on

the basis of possible correlations between past

data archives (such as national security lists)

and archives of the predictive future.

In this cloud geography, the analytic is every-

thing. Archived data in Recorded Future

becomes unmoored and derivative of its con-

text, even the so-called dirty or noisy data no

longer muddying the calculation but rendered

useful. As the security analysts draw together

social media ‘junk’ data with other structured

elements, tagging metadata and sharing with

other agencies, diverse data elements are ren-

dered commensurate and made actionable geo-

politically. As Orit Halpern suggests in her

account of how data visualization and algorith-

mic rationality become governmental and social

virtues, computation changes the nature of the

archive (2014: 16). The 19th century form of

‘static’ archiving and repository is supplemen-

ted in the 20th century by what Halpern calls ‘an

active site for the execution of operations’

(2014: 40). Similarly, in the 19th century cloud

chamber’s attempt to reproduce nature, the

cloud tracks had been considered spurious dirt

effects, not for scientific archiving. Yet, it was

the tracks that became the thing of interest, the

atlas of cloud chamber images knowing only the

event of the track itself. Contemporary cloud

computing is an active site for the execution

of operations, as understood by Halpern, where

the archive is generative of particular imagined

futures.

The archivization of specific data elements

with applications such as Recorded Future,

then, produces particular futures – ‘the archivi-

zation produces as much as it records the event’,

as Derrida writes (1995: 17). Rather as the

photographic recording of the cloud tracks

within the cloud chamber archived the possibil-

ity of future sub-atomic particles, so the digital

recording of social media data in cloud comput-

ing archives the possibility for future geopoliti-

cal actions. Understood in this way, one could

critically challenge the spatial power of the data

centre as ‘archive’, as I have suggested we see in

Trevor Paglen’s images, whilst leaving entirely

intact Halpern’s ‘active site of operations’, a site

capable of acting indifferent to the ‘where’ and

the ‘what’ of data. Yet, there are creative-

resistant practices within Cloud II which do

offer an alternative sensing of the archive as

active and generative site. In his installation

‘Five Eyes’ (see Figure 4) – commissioned

by the Victoria and Albert Museum for their

archive-focused exhibition ‘All of This

Belongs to You’ – artist James Bridle invites

the viewer to consider anew the relations

between archive and futures. Bridle passed the

V&A’s 1.4 million digital object records

through an intelligence analysis system. The

analytics ‘extracts names, things and places,

and creates searchable connections between

seemingly disparate objects’, the resulting con-

nections ‘difficult to grasp, often inscrutable to

the human eye, reflecting the mechanical cal-

culus that was used to generate them’.8 Dis-

played in a series of five glass cabinets

within the V&A’s tapestry galleries, the

objects surfaced for our attention by the analy-

tics are placed atop a ‘stack’ of analogue

museum files. The object displayed is thus
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generated in and through the archive itself,

through the intimate connections learned by

the algorithms. In Bridle’s rendering of the

archive one can sense the ‘upheaval in archival

technology’ noted by Jacques Derrida, the

infrastructure making a claim on the future,

on the very infrastructure of the ‘archivable

event’ (Derrida, 1995: 18).

VII Conclusions: Cloud
geographies

When a group of physicists showed me their

cloud chamber experiments, I had expected the

thing of interest around which we would gather

would be the cloud tracks – the wispy trajec-

tories of particles that had so captivated Wilson.

But, instead we gathered around the apparatus

itself, the physicists animated by much discus-

sion on the optimal point of cooling, and

whether thorium is a useful radioactive metal

for the experiment. One of the group had

worked at CERN with the Large Hadron Colli-

der, commenting that ‘there is no reason why we

couldn’t have discovered the Higgs Boson using

a cloud chamber, but it would take an inordi-

nately long time’.9 So, for the scientists there is

something already there to be discovered – man-

ifest in the alpha tracks and cosmics in the

chamber – but it is rendered perceptible by a

specific experimental apparatus. The experi-

mental apparatuses of cloud chamber and cloud

computing, then, are not experimental in the

sense of not yet validated, but specifically

Figure 4. James Bridle’s ‘Five Eyes’, Victoria and Albert Museum 2015. Source: author photograph.
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‘experimental’ in their capacity to bring some-

thing into existence. As Isabelle Stengers

describes the ‘paradoxical mode of existence’

of sub-atomic particles, they are simultaneously

‘constructed by physics’ and yet ‘exceed the

time frame of human knowledge’, so ‘the neu-

trino exists simultaneously and inseparably ‘in

itself’ and ‘for us’, a participant in countless

events’ (2003: 22). The physicists I worked with

concurred that the cloud chamber is of the para-

digm of experimentation – it brings something

into being for us, whose existence would other-

wise exceed our capacities, something defini-

tively different to the microscopes and

telescopes of the paradigm of observation. I

wish to conclude by commenting on why this

matters for our contemporary moment, when

the specific apparatus of cloud computing

brings something into being, discovering asso-

ciations and relations otherwise unknowable.

For me, it is imperative that we try to formu-

late critical geographical accounts that do not

re-play the observational paradigm of Cloud I,

and the classificatory forms related to that para-

digm. In Cloud I vision is the sovereign sense,

afforded both the apparent objectivity and

‘inherent credibility’ of the ‘most reliable of

senses’, and the means of securing the state’s

claim to sovereign violence (Jay, 2002: 268;

Bal, 2003: 13; Mitchell, 2005). Yet, Cloud ana-

lytics visualize and render perceptible that

which could never be observed directly, could

not be brought into view as with an optical

device. The algorithms for high-frequency trad-

ing, or for ‘real time’ credit scoring, or traffic

flow in smart cities, or for ‘open source’ intel-

ligence write data trajectories into being, and in

the main this is written by physicists, the experi-

mental techniques of predictive analytics oper-

ating at speeds and scales exceeding those of

human knowledge, in Stengers’ terms. I want

to propose that this has profound political con-

sequences. The overwhelming response to the

post-Snowden exposure of bulk data analysis

has been technical and juridical enshrining of

the principle that ‘no human eyes see it’

(National Research Council of the National

Academies, 2015; Intelligence and Security

Committee of Parliament, 2015). We should,

apparently, be reassured that knowledge discov-

ery is conducted by automatic process, unsuper-

vised or semi-supervised machine learning that

is not observed by human eyes. For, apparently,

no privacy could be infringed, no racialized

categories inscribed, no errors of judgement

made. As I have described, the claim to the

absence of human eyes misses the point drama-

tically – it is precisely in the sub-visible experi-

mentation that a person or thing of interest is

brought to the surface of perception for action.

The apparatus decides what or who matters.

And so, we need to seek better geographical

understandings of the more than human forms

of perception acting beneath thresholds of

observability.

Taking one further step (if we are to think,

somehow, of how progress might be made in

human geography), this cloud geography I have

described – the world of ICITE, digital reason-

ing, and recorded futures – witnesses the prolif-

eration of a correlative algorithmic reason, with

material effects and consequences. In the final

months of 2015, for example, via a case filed by

four Muslim US citizens against the FBI, it has

finally become public domain that ‘no fly’ lists

do not merely draw upon an archive of stored

past known infractions, but are produced algor-

ithmically, detecting patterns and clusters of

possible associations (Tanvir vs. Lynch,

2015). Here the person of interest emerges from

the correlative links of financial transactions,

travel patterns, social media postings, and

associates. The data archive is, as Orit Halpern

proposes, an active site of operations – little

pieces of past correlations enter a training data

set; the writer of the algorithm experiments with

thresholds; more people and things enter a vali-

dation data set; and with this recursive and cor-

relative reasoning sovereign decisions are

made: to stop, to detain, to freeze a bank
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account, to target, to approve, or to deny an

asylum claim.

For Isabelle Stengers, experimental scientific

practices work through ‘the power to confer on

things the power of conferring on the experi-

menter the power to speak in their name’

(2003: 31). But, once the practice travels

beyond ‘the specific site, a laboratory where

they achieved their existence’, they ‘unbind

existence, invention and proof, change mean-

ing’ and become ‘vectors of scientific opinion

– scientific factishes’ (p. 31). As algorithms

written for casino or credit card fraud travel to

border control, to security threat analysis, I pro-

pose that cloud computing similarly confers on

algorithms the power to confer on the analyst

the power to speak in their name: Here are the

people and things with a link to terrorism; here

are the possible fraudulent asylum claims; here

are the optimal targets for the next drone strike;

here are the civil uprisings which will threaten

the state next week. The claims that are spoken

in cloud computing programmes such as ICITE

confront our fallible, intractable, fraught politi-

cal world with a curious kind of infallibility. In

the cloud the promise is that everything can be

rendered tractable, all political difficulty and

uncertainty nonetheless actionable. The ICITE

app store marketplace available on the screens

of analysts renders geopolitics infinitely

reworkable – the ‘geopolitical events’ in the

correlative calculus, a kind of geopolitical cloud

chamber. As Timothy Cavendish, a protagonist

in David Mitchell’s novel Cloud Atlas, muses:

‘what I wouldn’t give now for a map of the ever

constant ineffable? To possess, as it were, an

atlas of clouds’ (2004: 389). Programmes such

as ICITE make just such a dangerous promise to

sovereign authorities – a kind of atlas of clouds

for the ineffable, a condensed trace of the tra-

jectories of our lives, one with another.
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Notes

1. The data of the 17 ICITE agencies includes data from

sensors, satellites, UAV images, open-source social

media, internet image files, text, video, and voice over

internet files. For further discussion as to how these

different forms of structured and unstructured data are

ingested and analysed see Amoore and Piotukh (2015).

2. Though Sun Microsystems brought to market the first

mobile and modular data centres inside shipping con-

tainers, Google later patented designs for floating data

centres of shipping container servers stacked within

cargo ships. Appealing to the capacity of the floating

data centre to respond to emergencies such as the

Fukushima earthquake, and to store and analyse data

in international waters, the Google cloud enters the
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geography of logistics and ‘pop-up’ spaces (Cowen,

2014; Harris, 2015).

3. Luciana Parisi rather beautifully describes how the spa-

tial outline of an object is overflowed by digital com-

putational models: ‘What is at stake with these

generative algorithms is that the notion of discreteness

has changed, and now includes a model of interactive

agents that evolve in and through time’ (2013: 46).

Understood in these terms, there could never be a defi-

nitive building or object in which to locate cloud com-

putation, for the forms of these places would be

(computationally) malleable and evolving.

4. In his book The Marvellous Clouds, John Durham

Peters proposes that digital media extend historical dis-

tributed infrastructures of the environment as media, so

that ‘media are perhaps more interesting when they

reveal what defies materialization’ (2015: 11). Simi-

larly, for Derek McCormack, techniques of remote sen-

sing are better understood as ‘sensing spectrality’ rather

than ‘a project of techno-scientific mastery’ (2010:

650).

5. The data lake is imagined as distinct from the defined

files and categories where governments and organiza-

tions historically stored their data, for in the lake all

manner of different forms of structured and unstruc-

tured data can swim together. The lake is represented

as giving itself up to be analysed in the cloud – trans-

ferring from a liquid to a gas and changing at the level

of the particle. I owe my points on the lake and the

cloud to colleagues whose work brings them to close

proximity with the changing state of gas (Peter For-

man), the physical formation of clouds (Tim Burt), and

the spatial imagination of a perfectly liquid market

(Langley, 2015).

6. In the past, the use of data mining techniques for secu-

rity and intelligence was limited, in part, by the lack of

available training datasets. The storage of data in the

cloud provides a readily available supply of training

data through which humans and algorithms can

advance their capacities to perceive new emergent

events.

7. In his book The Interface Envelope, James Ash (2015)

describes how digital interfaces structure the spatial and

temporal perceptions of the viewers or players who

‘inhabit’ the envelope. On the interface see also Fried-

berg (2009) and Galloway (2012).

8. James Bridle’s interactive installation is available here:

vam.ac.uk/hyper-stacks (accessed June 2016).

9. Observations conducted in the Department of Physics,

Durham University, August 2015.
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